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Last night Mosquitos of Bomber Command without loss attacked

objectives in Berlin.
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NAVAL SERVICE FROM ICeland TO AFRICA

FIVE R.A.U.V.R. OFFICERS RETURNING TO AUSTRALIA

Soon to return to Australia are five A.A.N.V.R* officers whose careers'

illustrate one aspect of Hr, Curtin’ s broadcast from London. The Australian

Prime Minister reminded his listeners that, despite the exigencies of the Pacific

campaign, Australian sailors and. airmen have continued to play a direct part in

the fighting in the European theatre.

From these five men come stories typical of the diverse duties undertaken

by the several hundred :R«A.N.V.R. personnel serving with the Royal Navy, and of

the widely separated areas,into which their work takes them. They tell of

destroyers off Iceland, in the. North African landings and. in the Atlantic battle,

of landing craft at Sicily and. Salerno, and of li.T.Bs in United Kingdom waters.

Sub-Lieutenant E.M. Shaw, of Townsville, came to England in 1942, and was

First Lieutenant of a Landing Craft in the first wave of vessels to reach the shore

during the Sicilian landings. He was on the job again at Salerno. While his

little craft and. five others were returning to England from the Mediterranean they

were bombed for six hours by enemy•aircraft. One vessel was sunk, but the others

picked up survivors and ran the. gauntlet to safety.

Like Shaw, Lieutenant K.S. Sutherland, of St. Arnaud, Victoria, was a bank

clerk before he joined the R.A.N.V.R. Reaching the United Kingdom in 1940, he has

had three years as a Flotilla otaff Officer, and for two years had the unusual

distinction of being a member of the R.A.N.V.R., on loan to the Canadian Navy.

Most of his time has been spent with Atlantic convoys, where he saw more than one

’kill’ in the long battle against the U-boats. H'hile he cautions against any

assumption that the Battle of the Atlantic is over, he feels that the turning point

in this most vital conflict of the war was reached with the advent of increased

numbers of escort vessels, and the improved air-cover provided from such sources

as escort carriers.

Lieutenant V.M. Harley, of Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, began his overseas service

in 1941, in a destroyer on convoy work off Iceland, Iron there he transferred to

Motor Gunboats, where his share of excitement included an English Channel action

in which the British flotilla was outnumbered four to one by German E-boats, R-boats

and trawlers. The enemy force was routed, with the possible loss of a trawler.

Lieutenant Harley was an optician when he joined the R.A.N.V.R. as an Ordinary Seaman.

He because a Sub-Lieutenant in 1942, and a Lieutenant a year later.

/Lieutenant P.R. Heyde



Lieutenant P.R. Heyde, of Kensington, New South ,/ales, has spent the last

few months in command of a Landing Craft, training Allied personnel. Shortly

after his arrive.! in the United Kingdom, in 1941, be was sent to a cruiser well-

known for her forays against enemy convoys off Norway. Later he was in the

same ship when she claimed 90,000 tons of enemy shipping during two months work

in the Mediterranean,

Sub-Lieu tenant P.M. Hardaker, of Vaucluse, Sydney, has served almost

exclusively in destroyers. Off the African coast his first ship sank a U-boat

by gunfire and depth-change. Later, in another destroyer, he served in the main

landing operations in North Africa and Sicily.

NAVAL AFfaIRS
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air MINISTRY communique.

A.M. No, 14002,

Fighters of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force yesterday carried

out offensive patrols over enemy and enemy occupied territory*. In the

course of a patrol over Northern Germany R.C.-A.F* Mosquitos of the Air

Defence of Great Britain destroyed seven enemy aircraft.

One of our fighters is'missing*
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While on patrol in the North Atlantic recently, HAI* frigates of the

First Escort Group, under the command of Commander C. Gwinner, D. S. 0. ,D. S. 0,.,

R. N., in H.i/1. S. AFFLECK, destroyed two U-boats.

Contact with the first U-boat was made by HAAS. GORE (Lieutenant J, V.

Reeves-Brown, R. N.), which, in company with other ships of the group carried

out depth charge attacks and forced the enemy to the surface.

H,M* ships then engaged with gunfire obtaining many hits, which shattered

the enemyf s conning tower and removed the after gun*

The U-boat was mortally damaged and listed heavily. Many of the enemy

crew were seen abandoning ship and shortly afterwards the U-boat sank stern-

first.

A few rirntes later, a heavy explosion was heard deep underwater.

Sixteen survivors were picked up and caio prisoners-cf-war.

The second li-boat was forced to the surface by means of depth charge
attacks carried out by H.n. S, AFFLECK, GORE, GOULD and GARLIES (Lieutenant R,

L. Caple,D.S. G. ,R,N.).
H.M. S* AFFLECK closed the enemy at speed end engaged with all guns that

could he brought to bear. Direct hits were obtained on the U-boat and set

the conning tower on fire. The frigate then attacked at close range with

depth charges. One explosion broke the U~boat r s back and the enemy cank.

One survivor was picked up and made prisoner-of-ware

During the course of these actions HAAS* GOULD was sunk, as previously

announced*

ADMIRALTY NOTE: - Pictures available at P.N.A. (Fox)
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BURMA DISPATCHES PROM THE KOHIMA AND IMPHAL FRONTS

Kohima Front, nay 3,1 944

Two.day’s after our troops had smashed the Japanese in the battle of Kohima

ridge the enemy had not counter-attacked, -writes a 14-th Army Observer. /The enemy

is contenting himself with firing on his lost position with light machine-guns sited

in isolated bunkers that are still holding out.

He is putting bullets where he cannot put troops and, as a result, our movements

in that immediate area are restricted, although we hold nearly the whole cf Jail Hill

the buildings on its crest are, for the moment, untenable because of fire from a

bunker with a highly developed tunnel system. It may take a few days to dislodge the

Japs from their underground warren.

Tanks, co-operating with infantry, were today engaged in..liquidating bunkers

with some success.

Enemy guns were more active. They shelled the ridge from sites south of Kohima

in the grounds of the Deputy Commissioner’s bungalow. The enemy’s morale is at a. low

ebb and parties of the enemy have been observed evacuating their position.

In the Kohima fighting, as on the Imphal and the Arakan fronts, the Japanese

system of bunker defence has undoubtedly achieved a certain amount of success in

slowing down our advances. The bunker defensive measure peculiar to the Japanese

reflects his war philosophy# The Jap lives in his bunker, fights in his bunker, and,

if his defence is broken, dies in his bunker# Bunkers vary in size from the one-man

foxhole with a lid, to the section bunker, which may accomodate from 6 to 26 men well

provisioned with food and ammunition# Bunkers have sleeping bays, cooking quarters

and facilities for personal hygiene#

An isolated bunker position nay defy capture for a .long period# Where possible,

the Jap sites his bunkers o:n the cloud line of a hill top. They are always in a

group, the number of bunkers depending of the size of the feature to be defended# A

master fire-plan dictates along which line a gun team will fire* Mutual protection

is the principle of defence and fire is placed to obtain all-round criss-crosses

of fire so that the attacker, irrespective of his line of approach, will have to

cross bullet swept ground to reach the position#



A typical section of bunker is 25 feet long, 5 feet deep and 6 feet wide. Cut

into - 'the ground with the handle-less Japanese pick and shovel, it is heavily roofed

with 10 inches of logs and can withstand the impact of a bursting shell.

■

- '

Our solution to the bunker problem is tonic artillery from point blank range.

The Japanese bunker that can withstand the shock of 0 75 ram high-explosive shell

fired from close range has yet to be built.

'

On the Kohima front our tanks have destroyed over thirty hunker positions because

of the rugged nature of the- ground. However, they cannot always manoeuvre into fire

positions.
Imphal Front, May 13.

Strong Japanese "jitter-parties”, supported by artillery fire, were again active

last night and early this morning around our Wire in the Shenam Saddle area, writes a

14th Amy observer. In this series of heights, close to the Niig road,to Tamu, and

some 37 miles from Omphal, enemy troops early today occupied part of a

'

small pimple

between two of our positions. Their occupation was only temporary, for soon after dawn

heavy artillery fire came down on them.

■Twenty Japs seen to run away, and the majority of them-were shot down as they

ran. Later our troops went in to eliminate the rest -of the .pocket.

In the dense jungle country north of Shenam and east of pale!, patrol clashes

been reported, with more losses to the enemy. Attempting to advance in the direction of

Palel from the east, 22 Japs were killed in one encounter after, they hod tried to delay

our advance with road blocks and machine-gun fire*

After being temporarily checked in the same area Indian troops attacked a

Japanese held village on a 000 foot-hill and inflicted more casualties. The position
up

was token and mopping/is still going on.

In the Bishenpur area the major part of Potsangsam is now in our hands, although

the enemy still has strong points astride the main axis and in the south east corner

of the village. Consolidation of our positions is being carried out. Enemy

casualties so far counted in the fight for Potsangsam amounted to 47 killed.

.

.Apart from constant patrolling, there is still little news from the sector north

of Imphal,

SOUTH EAST ASIA COMMAND.
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THE WILTSHIRE REGIMENT IN ITALY

The Wiltshire Regiment have been fighting in Italy.

During the Italian campaign the ’’Moonrakers” have been under the command of both the

8th and 5th Armies. They landed with the Bth Army at the beginning of operations and

swiftly advanced up the west side of the peninsula. Their Brigade took Cantalupo in

October, and during the next month was on the western flonic of the 8th Army’s front.

The Wiltshiros were in many local actions during the winter months in pitiless weath-

er endured among most difficult mountainous country. In December, the formation with

which the Wiltshires were serving was in action near Casoli on the Sangro.

After grim weeks among the snow-bound peaks near Alfodena, the hiItshires cane under

command of the sth Army to distinguish themselves on the G-arigliomo where they were among

the troops who repulsed several enemy counter-attacks north-west of Minturno in the third

week in January.

In a counter-attack on Point 201, a hill near Tufo, the Wiltshires advanced with the

"bayonet, flung the enemy off the slopes, out of the trenches, and hack down the far side

cf the Hill. The regiment’s carrier platoon in this artion began the day with eight

machine guns, and, although sustaining fifty per-cent of casualties during the engagement,

cane out of the action with ail their guns intact, having taken a heavy toll of the enemy.

The "Moonrakers" fought with distinction in Sicily. They -were also among the troops

to whom Antsirane surrendered in May? 194-2, in the Madagascan campaign. Prance and the

Par Bast arc other theatres of war in which they have won renown

MILITARY AFFAIRS.
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Simultaneous publication in India has been arranged

THE GOVERNOR OF THE UNITED PROVINCES

The King has been pleased to approve that Sir Maurice Hallett,K. C.S. 1.,

K. C, I.E., Governor of the United provinces, shall continue to hold office

for a further period of one year from the 7th December next, on which date

his normal five years’ tenure of office expires.

INDIA OFFICE
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MediTeRRanean communique NO. 117

MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED FORCE HEAD QUARTERS

May 17, 1944-

LAM): The battle for the Gustav line continues without pause. While there has

been no change in the hills norTH of Cassino in the Liri Valley the enemy has now

been evicted from most of his original positions by British and Indian troops. The

Eighth Army Bridgehead has been enlarged. The enemy is resisting cur advance from

further prepared positions in the rear. South of the Liri River all positions of the

Gustav Line have been over run. French and American troops of the Fifth Army continue

to fight their way forward to gain contact with the Adolph Hitler Line.

AIR: Medium bombers yesterday attacked Piombino Harbour, Voltri shipyards and rail-

road bridges and a tunnel in central Italy. Light-bombers and fighter-bombers made

numerous attacks on ;gun positions, troop concentrations, roads, bridges, and motor trans-

port in the battle area and rail lines north of Rome.

Weather prevented heavy bomber operations.

Last night, cur bombers attacked objectives at PiOmbino, San Stefano, and Porto

Ferraio. In these operations three enemy aircraft were destroyed. Eight of ours are

missing.

MaAF flew more than 1,800 sorties. During daylight hours, ten enemy aircraft

were sighted over the battle area.
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KING HAAKON'S BROADCAST TO NORWAY

Following is the text of King Haakon’s message to the Norwegian people on

the occasion of Norway’s National Day, to be broadcast at 6.30 p.nu today.

Today, the 130th anniversary of the Norwegian Constitution, our thoughts go back

to those men who had gathered at EIDSVOLD in order to protect Norway’s Independence

and freedom.

Perhaps we arc filled with an even greater admiration for the patriotism they

showed then, because we ourselves today are fighting a new battle for Norway's freedom.

At no time has the achievement at EIDSVOLD been clearer to us Norwegians at home and

abroad than now, when we wage the fight against Germany for the sole reason that we all

realize it is the only thing we can do if we wish to maintain our independence and self

re spe ct.

As time has gone by during these long, dark years our country has known it has

become more and more evident that the Norwegian people have retrieved the spirit of

1814, in that all good Norwegians understand what the whole struggle stands for. We

arc fighting for our freedom and independence and against becoming part of a German

community, .with, the kingdom of Norway as a part of a Europe governed by Germany, where

Norway would be a slave'state, forced to carry out the work which the Germans should

choose to impose.

Our thoughts go back to all those who have given everything, even their life, in

Norway’s cause; their sacrifice pledges all Norwegians to stand firmly together in

building the country up again "after the war.

At the moment wc stand before the final battle between oppression and freedom; it

is going on all over the world and it is up to each one gf us to do our utmost in order

that the victorious outcome of the battle may come as soon as possible.

May the spirit bf 1814 possess us all, - may all Norwegians unite in fulfilling

the principles of our national, independent existence, in the same way as our fore-

fathers did at EIDSVOLD.

Let us all be prepared to give our utmost for the victorious conclusion of the

battle and after that to, rebuild a happy Norwegian community, such as it was before the

9th April, 1940.

The leading Idea and the main thread in 1814 was that the country must come Before

everything else; let it also he the common ideal of all Norwegians in the years to come

to the good fortune of our country and our people.

BRITISH BROADCASTING- CORPORATION.
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ALARM CLOCKS

Any workers who have received alarm clock permits hut have not yet

taken them to a retailer should do so at once, lxs already announced, the

issue of these permits hy the Board of Trade ceased on April 1, hut, in

order to allow time for permit-holders to obtain their clocks, the

prohibition on the sale of North American spring-wound alarm clocks to

people not presenting permits was continued for the time being.

The Board have now decided to revoke the Alarm Clocks Order (s.R. &

0, 1943, No. 977) >• as from Monday, June 12, 1944, and from that date

outstanding permits will no longer he valid.

The price control of these clocks will remain in force.

BOARD OF TRADE
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REPATRIATION OP SICK AND VOUNDKO PRISONERS OF lilt nKD

PROJECTED E RSONNAL

The repatriation of more British Commonwealth and United States disabled prisoners
of war and protected personnel under the ueneva Convention of July 27, 1929, has been

arranged with the co-operation of the Spanish Government. ■ The ship which brings them

from Marseilles has now reached Barcelona whence they will be embarked for transporta-
tion to their homes.

The proposal that there should be a further repatriation of this kind was first

made in December last and the present exchange is the result of agreements reached

between His Majesty's Governments, the United States Government and the German Govern-

ment. The agreements cover seriously sick and seriously wounded prisoners of war,

regardless of rank or number, recommended for repatriation on medical grounds and

also chaplains, medical officers, medical orderlies and stretcher bearers in excess

of those needed to care for the prisoners who remain in enemy hands.

A second ship,, the Swedish motor vessel "GripshOLM," has conveyed to Barcelona

German prisoners in British Commonwealth and United States hands and is now about to

return via. a North African port where all those belonging- to Australian, New Zealand;,.

South African, Indian and certain Colonial forces will be disembarked and taken home

as soon as transport is available. Those destined for the United Kingdom, Canada.,

Newfoundland, the West 'lndies and the 'United States of America will proceed to a

port in the United Kingdom. On leaving that port the ship will carry only men whose

destinations are in North America.

So far as is known, and subject to last minute alterations, the party will

include more than 800 men of the British Commonwealth, of whom more than 550 are from

the United Kingdom.

An official list of those whom they propose to include in the exchange has been

received from the German Government* The next-of-kin of men whose, names are on

this list have been. informed and a further letter will be sent as soon as the names

are known of those actually exchanged ad 'Barcelona* Arrangements have also been

made for the repatriates themselves to communicate with their relatives an speedily

as possible.

It will not be possible for relatives to be present at the port of arrival in

the United Kingdom, but the men themselves will as soon as possible after they have

arrived be enabled’to get into touch with their relatives*

The "Gripsholm” sails under a safe conduct and has on board representatives

of the Protecting Power and International Red Cross Committee.

sincere thanks are due both to the Swiss Government for their valuable assistance

throughout the negotiations and to the Spanish Government for their co-operation which

have so largely contributed to. the successful conclusion of this humanitarian operation*

FOREIGN OFFICE
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DIED AND RECONDITIONED BATTLEDRESS

The Board of Trade announced that limited supplies of battledress uniforms

which have been thoroughly cleaned and reconditioned, and dyed green, are now

to be made available to the general public at 21/- and 6 coupons a suit. (Blouse

and trousers are not sold separately), These garments have hitherto been re-

served mainly for agricultural workers, but may new be sold without restriction.

As it is unlikely that, for the present at least, battledress suits will

be stocked by a very large number of shops since limited quantities are avail-

able, workers who want these garments should ask a local retailer to order

supplies on their behalf. The bulk of the battledress uniforms will be in

small sizes: most of the larger sizes will in any event be directed to rural

areas.

BOARD OF TRADE.
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THEKING'S

MESSAGE

TO

PRISONERS-OF-WAR

The following is the text of a message from His Majesty the Ring

to be given to the British Commonwealth prisoner on their

arrival at Barcelona:-

’’The Queen and I rejoice to think that you are now safely on

your way home. Through all your trials and sufferings you have been

constantly in our thoughts, and it is our heartfelt hope that your

release from captivity may bring you restored health aid a full measure

of happiness.

GEORGE R. 1.”

FOREIGN OFFICENEWS DEPARTMENT
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ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE

Luring operations carried cut recently off the Norwegian coast, naval aircraft

operating from carriers and escorted by ships of the Home Fleet, made successful strikes

against enemy shipping and shore installations.

The striking force was under the command of Rear-Admiral A, W, La T.ouche Bisset, fly-

ing his flag in the cruiser H, 1.4. S. ROYALIST (Captain M.H. Evelegh, R. N. )

The attacks were carried cut by Hellcats equipped with bombs and operating under the

protection of Wildcat and Hellcat fighters.

In the course of these attacks, bomb hits were obtained on two supply ships of medium

size and two armed tawlers were damaged. Three other supply ships of medium size were

possibly damaged.

In addition, oil tanks and a fish oil factory North Ea'st of Stadlandet were hit.

Nine enemy aircraft, which attempted to interfere with the operations, were shot

down, one was probably shot down and two others damaged. Other enemy aircraft were

driven off by the naval fighters and by the gunfire of H, M, Ships,

Five naval aircraft are missing. The next of kin of casualties have been informed*

All H, M, Ships returned safely from these operations having suffered no damage.

ADMIRALTY.
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COUNCIL OF CHURCHES' DEPUTATION ON THE

SITUATION IN INDIA

Mr. Amery, the Secretary of State for India, received to-day a deputation

of the British Council of Churches led by His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The deputation presented the following resolution passed by the British Council

of Churches:

"The British Council of Churches is greatly concerned at the political

deadlock in India and at the growing alienation and distrust between the

Indian-and the British peoples. It welcomes the reiteration hy the Viceroy,

in his recent speech to the Indian Legislature, of the promise of complete

self-government for India, It urges that in spite of all the difficulties

Government should provide facilities for renewed consultation between the

leaders of all Indian parties, even while some are still interned, believing

that this is a necessary condition of any real progress towards a settle-

ment,"

The Very Rev. Dr, Hutchison-Cockburn and the Rev, Norman Goodall spoke in

support of the resolution.

In reply Mr* Amery dealt fully with the present situation in India and expressed

his appreciation of the opportunity of a frank exchange of views with the Council*

INDIA OFFICE
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AIRCRAFT STRIKE AT ENEMY SHIPS OFF NORWAY

Naval aircraft have again struck at enemy shipping concentrations in

the Norwegian Fjords. The attack was_ carried out by aircraft carriers

and units of the Home Fleet. Enemy aircraft attempted to' interfere with

our shipso, .

"Obviously we have got them guessing a little, " Rear-Admiral A. 17.

La T. Bisset, who was in charge of the operation, said,on his return to

harbour.
"

-

The first attack' was delivered on anchored shipping.

Fleet Air Arm fighter-bombers, escorted by fighters, roared in over

the hills and in' a few minutes had turned the peaceful anchorage into a

cauldron of smoke, steam and flying metal. Two medium-sized supply ships

were hit aft and left belching black smoke. Three others were'assessed as

"possibly damaged". All of them were raked by the fighters’ guns.

Sub-Lieutenant (A) Glynn Elgar, R.N.V.R., of Newport, Morn, scored

-j

a certain hit.

"As I turned away I saw the ships smoking aft," he said.

Heinkel 115 float planes were the next victims. As the naval air-

craft climbed after their bombing attack they sighted the Heinkels below

them. Once again they dived. In less than a couple of minutes thej/ - shot

down several Heinkels, and others made panic landings on the sea. These

were shot up before they came to a standstill. One blew up and another

turned turtle.

/One of



Meanwhile, Lieutenant Comnander Stanley 0rr, R.L. V.L*, of Earls’

Court, London, whose total’bag so far is 12 enemy aircraft, and several

other pilots, attacked the planes which had landed.

"We knocked the float off one of them and it turned turtle," he

said* "Only the engine and a wing tig were showing above water when I

loft. One blew up and disappeared altogether and another we left with

its cockpit on fire."

V
/Flak....

One of' the Heinkels shot down goes to the credit of Lieutenant (a)

Blyth Ritchie, R.N.V.R., of Glasgow, bringing his total bag to six~and~

a-half*

*

"I saw the Heinkel just below and to starboard of me," he said.

"I opened fire. Its port wing dropped off and it went down in flames*”

Another Heinkel was shared by two New Zealanders, Sub Lieutenant

(A) Roy Hooker, R.N.Z.N.V.R., and Sub Lieutenant Trevor Hoare, R.N.^.N.V.R,,

both of Veilington*

"I saw a Heinkel coming towards me, so waited for it to close and

then gave it the works. The port engine caught fire and Hoare finished

it off."



Flak from ship>s and shore batteries did little to stop our aircraft*

Although one fighter was hit in the tail and the elevators jammed, the Pilot,

Sub-Lieutenant (a) Steve Pain, of Sleaford, Lines., brought it back safely

and made a normal.deck landing.

"It was a bit awkward," he said, "because I cculdiAt go up or down,

but I heaved at the joystick and eventually got it to move a few inches.

It was just enough to make a landing, I don't like to think what would

have happened if I'd got below the height of the flight deck because I

ccuLdfi’t have got up again".

While the naval aircraft were carrying out their attacks on the enemy

shipping, H. M. Ships steamed so close to the Norwegian coast that they

could see the mountains in the distance, but it was not until later that

afternoon that six M, E. 110’s attempted to attack our ships, Gunfire

frojj H. M, Ships drove them off and they jettisoned their bombs while being

chased by two fighters,
/The



The Pilot of one fighter, 22-year old Sub-Lieutenant (a) Oliver

Steel, R.N.V.R., on old Etonian whose home is ot Lockerbie, Dumfrieshir

said: "hs soon os they sow us they turned owoy and hid in the .clouds* \le

went, after then, hut they were going very fast and we never sow them

again"*

Next day the force made a surprise- re-appearance 200 miles to the

south. .Again Fleet Air Arm planesi swept out in search cf shipping, but

this time they were disappointed. Their only victims were two armed

trawlers which they successfully shot--up* They attacked a Fish Oil

plant which was 'known to be supplying the (Germans.

On the notice boards of all the ships concerned was a congratulatory

signal from .Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, Commander-In-Chief, Home Fleet,

M Naval Officer remarked

"The Germans can’t afford to lose valuable ’shipping, and they /are

finding it equally difficult to defend it. These constant attacks .are

caus-irg a dislocation of their iron ore trade which must be very up-

setting to them* It is their Achilles heel".

NAVAL AFFAIRS
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Air Ministry Bulletin N0,14008.AIR MINISTRY NEWS SERVICE

R.A.F, SQUADRON LEADER'S 24 DESTROYED

Leading fighter pilot of the Mediterranean theatre, 22-year-old Squadron-Leader

Neville Frederick Duke, D.5.0., D.F.Ch and Bar, commanding officer of a crack Spitfire

squadron of the Desert Air Force, has bagged two German fighters since the start of the

offensive against the Gustav line in Italy.

His two latest successes were obtained while he was operating from a landing strip

in the Anzio beachhead, and they bring his total score to 2A enemy aircraft destroyed.

S/Ldr.Duke ’ s total is now only one behind that of the late Wing-Commander Lance

Wade, the American pilot who fought with the Desert Air Force until he was killed in

a flying accident a few? months ago.

two
With his score at twenty/at the end of the Tunisian campaign, Duke was sent hack

to Egypt as an instructor, and returned to the Western Mediterranean a .few months ago.

Last Saturday afternoon Duke led a formation up t? the Florence area, the farthest

penetration of Italy by Italian-based Spitfires, and they saw six Me.lo9s. Three of

the enemy were destroyed, and the other throe were damaged.

Duke shot down one and also claimed one damaged. Flight-Serge ant David Lorimer,

of King's Park, Glasgow, and Flight-Lieut-cnarrt William McDonald, of Livingstone, North

Rhodesia, destroyed the other two.

The Spitfires landed in the beachhead and took off on patrol next morning, when

Duke shot down another Me T lO9 near Cassino.

Squadron-Leader Duke, whose home is at Tonbridge, Kent, joined the Royal Air Force

from school. Enlisting in 1940 he was commissioned the following year.

NOTE: Picture of SqUADRON-LEADER Duke D.S.Q., D.F.C., at BiI.P.P.A.
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Air Ministry News Service Air Ministry Bulletin No* 14009.

MUSTANGS DESTROY SEVEN GERMAN AIRCRAFT

Eight long-range Mustangs of the 2nd Tactical AiR Force today carried out a

sweep over northern Denmark and shot down seven. German aircraft.

The enemy aircraft destroyed were:- Two Junkers 88s, one junkers 188,

Two Ju.34s, one Me, 109 and one He,lll, Another enemy aircraft was probably

destroyed and several others were damaged,-, Two of the Mustangs are missing

from the operation e

The Mustangs arrived over Aalborg at an opportune moment when about 15

German bombers of various types 'were circling the airfield prior to landing*

Wing Commander G.RsA.McG* Johnston, D*F©C*,- of High Wycombe, who led

the intruder formation, said "We cut them up into small parties and attacked them

one after the other. For the time we had them right where we wanted them".

One member of the party was a Norwegian pilot who caught a Jun 34 circling the

airfield and shot it down in flames.

Flying Officer Pinches, of Much Wenlock, Shropshire, shot down two - an

He.lll, and a Ju,l88,

Flight Lieutenant B.G. Collyns, of Marlborough, New Zealand, and Flight Sgt*

W.P. Kelly, of Sidney, N. S. Wales, destroyed one each, F/Sgt* Kelly first

attacked a Ju«34 and saw strikes all over the main plane* He then mixed it with

three Me,lo9s, riddled the fuselage of one, and saw it dive vertically to the

ground, 'where it hurst into flames.
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